
Touristic Tour in Marrakech 
(8Days/7Nights) 

Day 1  Arrival  
 Reception to the participants at Marrakech Menara airport   
 Chech-in at the hotel “Ryad Mogador Menzah” 
 Free evening 

 
Day 2  Ouzoude Waterfalls 
 
07h00-08h00  Breakfast at the hotel  
08h00  Departure to Ouzoude 
 Lunch on the sit 
 Admire the spectacular Ouzoud waterfalls 
 See wild monkeys roaming around the falls 
18h00  Return to the Hotel  
 Free evening  
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Day 3   Heritage Tour 
 
07h30-08h30  Breakfast at the hotel  
09:30   Visit by group of 6 main monuments of the city with a challenge for the 

best photo taken.  
Pickup from the Hotel to donwtown to begin the adventure and drop-off in 
the end of the day. 

 Free evening at the hotel 
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Detail  Excursion to Ouzoud Waterfalls 
Embark on a full-day tour to the Ouzoud Waterfalls from Marrakech. Learn about Berber 
culture as you explore the land. Descend winding trails and admire stunning views of the 
falls on a boat ride. 
Begin with pickup from your hotel or riad, before departing for one of the most spectacular 
waterfalls in North Africa, located 93 miles (150 km) north of Marrakech. As you arrive in the 
village of Ouzoud, admire views of the cascades that plunge 360 feet (110 meters) into the 
pool below. Follow your local guide through olive groves to an Argan oil co-operative and 
learn about Berber culture. Make the most of the opportunity to admire the views and take 
photos. Continue down a network of trails to a viewpoint where you can buy fresh orange 
juice. Board a traditional boat for a short ride on the pool at the bottom of the waterfalls. 
Then, enjoy a late, Berber lunch at a local restaurant overlooking the falls.  
In the mid-afternoon, climb a series of stairs out of the valley for your transfer back to 
Marrakech. 
Included : Important information : 
•Hotel pickup and drop-off  What to bring : 
•Bilingual driver    * Comfortable shoes 
•Live guide in Ouzoud    *Sunglasses 
•Boat ride Round-trip     * Snacks 
•Lunch   * Sunscreen 
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Day 4   Tourist Day in Ouarzazate 
 
07:30 - 08:30 Breakfast at the hotel  
09:00  Departure to Ouarzazate  
13:00  City tour (Visit Kasbah Ait Ben Haddou – Cinema Studio)  
 Free evening at the Hotel 

Start your day trip with pickup from the Hotel from 7-8 AM. Hop inside a spacious and 
comfortable vehicle and soak up the scenery as you travel into the Atlas Mountains.  
Immerse yourself in local culture with a stop at the small village of Ait Ben Barka near 
the hilly countryside of Toufliht. Explore the area with your driver and learn about the 
schedule sights for your trip. Have some free time for a break before crossing the Tizi 
n'Tichka pass. 
Stop to capture pictures of mountain peaks on the pass from 7,415 feet above sea level 
(2,260 meters). Continue on to the Atlas Film Studios at Ouarzazate, the largest film 
studio in the world which famously featured in the TV series Game of Thrones. 
Spend some free time to visit the studios or to explore on your own. Take some pictures 
of the unique rugged local landscapes in the area. After the studio, you purchase lunch 
at one of the best restaurants in the area, stunning panoramic views.  
Finally, head to the famous Kasbah Ait Benhaddou, which is recognized as a UNESCO site 
and one of the most extraordinary kasbahs (fortresses) in Morocco. End your day of 
scenic views and memories by relaxing in your comfortable air-conditioned vehicle on 
your drive back to the hotel in Marrakech.  
 
Includes :  Not Includes : 
* Transportation in air-conditioned vehicle  * Refreshments  
* Professional driver  *  Guide fees  
* Wi-Fi in vehicle  What to bring  
* Entrance fees  * Comfortable shoes 
* Lunch  * Sunglasses and Sun hat 
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Day 5  
 
07:30 - 08:30 Breakfast at the hotel  
09:30 Guided tour of Majorelle – Mohamed IV Water Museum – Koutoubia – 

World Cup course site (bus transfer) 
 Free night 

Day 6  
 
09h00 – 18h00 Opening of the village, Exhibitions and Animations, Opening of  
   competitors' accreditation office 
   Visit to the artisanal exhibition and local products 
   Tour in the city center and historical monument Marrakech 
19h00 – 20h00 Access to Massages 
20h00- 21h30 Press conference 

Day 7  
 
7h00– 18h00 Opening of the village  
   >Race 10km (Nordic Walking World Cup Tour 2022) 
   > The course for 5km and 10km is the same 
9h00   Departure for 10km (5km x 2) 
11h00   Closing of the course 10km 
11h15   Departure of the course 5km 
12h15   Closing of the course 5km 
 

AWARDS 
 15h00 - 18h00 Podium (Nordic Walking World Cup Tour 2022). 
   >Distance 5km 
   >Distance 10km 
   3 first places in every category 
20h00 - 22h00  Closing Party at Ali Fantazia 



Day 8  
• Transfers from the hotel to Marrakech Menara airport will be 

organized according to the departure dates of the participants. . 
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Designation Price (euro) Detail 

Transportation 100 Transferts - Excursions 

Accomodation (7 nights) 112 hotel apartment for 4 people 

Meals 140 Breakfasts -  lunchs on Excursions 

Entrances fees 68 To all most visited places 

Guide fees 30 on Excursions 

Nordic Wlking Word Cup 
Registration 

50 
We charge to registre the group on 
the event 

TOTAL PRICE 500 

Price / Person  

* Payment is made upon arrival at the hotel at the accounting department. 
* You must make the reservation before September 30, 2022 to prepare your stay. 



What to visit in Marrakech 

HISTORIC MONUMENTS  
Founded back nearly 1,000 years, Marrakech has a story out of the ordinary, which it still retains a rich 
cultural heritage.  
As historic heart of the city, the medina of Marrakech concentrates within it the monuments that will 
delight lovers of history and architecture. In the narrow streets, according to the various souks, discover 
the Ben Youssef Madrasa or Koubba Almoravid.  
Not far from the Jemaa El Fna stands the Koutoubia Mosque, adjoined its famous minaret. More than a 
simple arcneighborhoodshitectural element, this set has become the symbol of Marrakech.  
In of the Kasbah and the Mellah, are the palace have followed the various rulers of the city and the 
kingdom. You will have the opportunity to discover the Badii Palace, of which only the remains, and the 
Bahia Palace, a true masterpiece and stooges of Moroccan craftsmanship. Finally, the Saadian Tombs 
Travel back in this great dynasty. 

MUSEUMS 
In addition to its inescapable monuments, Marrakech also offers the opportunity to the visitor to stroll 
between its museums with multiple and varied collections. Different faces of Marrakech and Morocco 
can thus be seen. Traditional and popular art is widely represented at the Dar Si Said Museum, the 
Marrakech House of Photography and the Bert Flint Museum. However, lovers of contemporary art will 
not be outdone: The Museum of Marrakech, already known for the wealth of its collections of ancient 
objects focuses on other expressions of Moroccan art by setting value of contemporary artists. The 
Museum of the Art of Living and the Dar Bellarj Foundation will allow you to discover and share their 
activities and exhibitions of a vibrant and dynamic culture. 
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What To do in Marrakech  
 

HAMMAM AND SPA 
 

The SPA  
SPAs in Marrakech are unique in their decoration combining traditional and modernism, as well as 
the professionalism and know-how of its team and which provides you with adequate care to your 
desires and wishes. In search of a moment of serenity, alone, in couple or with friends, the spa will 
be more indicated. A high quality service and spread from mineral salts, massages with essential 
oils to scrub. Establishments whose breath taking sceneries compete with the exceptional quality of 
the treatments practiced, will make you live an unforgettable moment !  
The HAMMAMS  
Want to take a step back and access a world of pleasure, to treat through the ablutions of 
gentleness? the Baths or hammams of Marrakech open the doors for an escape to the happiness 
associated with a refined and discreet delicacy. The hammams are public baths where, since the 
dawn of time, they come mainly to wash them selves, but also to relax and discuss. Present in every 
quarter of Marrakech, you will necessarily see the entrance of a hammam during your strolls in the 
city. If you pay attention to them, you will observe that they are generally located near a mosque, 
offering a purification to the body before prayer. Hammams are dedicated to men and other 
women, but it is also the case that the same place hosts openings, women and men. Your hotel or 
riad may offer you the opportunity to experience this ritual, but if it does not, join the local 
population in one of the many traditional hammams scattered around. To benefit also from the 
benefits of these hot baths, have tongues, black soap, horsehair glove and ghassoul, a traditional 
shampoo based on clay. If you have not had time to get supplies in the souks, these products are 
also distributed by the hammams. 

 
RESTAURANTS 

-Dinner Spectacle Fantasia at Ali : for an evening like the Thousand and One Nights where more 
than 200 artists represent the Moroccan Folklore (Arabic and Berber) ending, with dignity, by a 
Fantasia show exposed by acrobats on their horses with shooting rifles.  
-Dar Cherifa : Between two exhibitions or two concerts, its décor is both simple and refined 
reminiscent of that of the Ben Youssef Madrasa which she is contemporary is ideal to enjoy some 
delicacies in a serene atmosphere, far from the bustle of the souks yet all relatives. Everyone who 
knows the house says it distills a rare scent of peace and serenity.  
- Dar Zellij : Of all the houses that Marrakech Riads restores for almost 20 years, Dar Zellij is one of 
the most remarkable. We turned it into a gourmet restaurant to share with you during a stay in 
Marrakech all the splendor of Moroccan gastronomy 

NB : This program is the strict property of the organizers of the Nordic Walking World Cup, it may not be copied or used 
by other entities. 
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